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First published in 1938, 'Anthem' is a dystopian fiction novel by British writer Ayn Rand. It takes place at some unspecified future date when
mankind has entered another dark age. Technological advancement is now carefully planned and the concept of individuality has been
eliminated.
During the 2016 presidential election, America's election infrastructure was targeted by actors sponsored by the Russian government.
Securing the Vote: Protecting American Democracy examines the challenges arising out of the 2016 federal election, assesses current
technology and standards for voting, and recommends steps that the federal government, state and local governments, election
administrators, and vendors of voting technology should take to improve the security of election infrastructure. In doing so, the report provides
a vision of voting that is more secure, accessible, reliable, and verifiable.
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has been expanded to show how the theories and insights from the original book can
translate into actions and practice, now making a real connection between classroom activities and learning behavior. This edition includes
far-reaching suggestions for research that could increase the impact that classroom teaching has on actual learning. Like the original edition,
this book offers exciting new research about the mind and the brain that provides answers to a number of compelling questions. When do
infants begin to learn? How do experts learn and how is this different from non-experts? What can teachers and schools do-with curricula,
classroom settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn most effectively? New evidence from many branches of science has
significantly added to our understanding of what it means to know, from the neural processes that occur during learning to the influence of
culture on what people see and absorb. How People Learn examines these findings and their implications for what we teach, how we teach it,
and how we assess what our children learn. The book uses exemplary teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now know
result in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls into question concepts and practices firmly entrenched in our current education system.
Topics include: How learning actually changes the physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what people notice and
how they learn. What the thought processes of experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing learning potential of infants. The relationship
of classroom learning and everyday settings of community and workplace. Learning needs and opportunities for teachers. A realistic look at
the role of technology in education.
FINALIST FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 10 BEST BOOKS OF 2017, NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW WINNER OF THE L.A. TIMES
BOOK PRIZE FOR FICTION and THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE “A breathtaking novel…[that] arrives at an urgent time.” —NPR “It
was as if Hamid knew what was going to happen to America and the world, and gave us a road map to our future… At once terrifying and …
oddly hopeful.” —Ayelet Waldman, The New York Times Book Review “Moving, audacious, and indelibly human.” —Entertainment Weekly,
“A” rating A New York Times bestseller, the astonishingly visionary love story that imagines the forces that drive ordinary people from their
homes into the uncertain embrace of new lands. In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet—sensual, fiercely
independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They embark on a furtive love affair, and are soon cloistered in a premature intimacy by the
unrest roiling their city. When it explodes, turning familiar streets into a patchwork of checkpoints and bomb blasts, they begin to hear
whispers about doors—doors that can whisk people far away, if perilously and for a price. As the violence escalates, Nadia and Saeed decide
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that they no longer have a choice. Leaving their homeland and their old lives behind, they find a door and step through. . . . Exit West follows
these remarkable characters as they emerge into an alien and uncertain future, struggling to hold on to each other, to their past, to the very
sense of who they are. Profoundly intimate and powerfully inventive, it tells an unforgettable story of love, loyalty, and courage that is both
completely of our time and for all time.
A central current in the history of democratic politics is the tensions between the political culture of an informed citizenry and the potentially
antidemocratic impulses of the larger mass of individuals who are only marginally involved in the political world. Given the public's low level of
political interest and knowledge, it is paradoxical that the democratic system works at all. In The Paradox of Mass Politics W. Russell Neuman
analyzes the major election surveys in the United States for the period 1948-1980 and develops for each a central index of political
sophistication based on measures of political interest, knowledge, and style of political conceptualization. Taking a fresh look at the dramatic
findings of public apathy and ignorance, he probes the process by which citizens acquire political knowledge and the impact of their
knowledge on voting behavior. The book challenges the commonly held view that politically oriented college-educated individuals have a
sophisticated grasp of the fundamental political issues of the day and do not rely heavily on vague political symbolism and party identification
in their electoral calculus. In their expression of political opinions and in the stability and coherence of those opinions over time, the more
knowledgeable half of the population, Neuman concludes, is almost indistinguishable from the other half. This is, in effect, a second paradox
closely related to the first. In an attempt to resolve a major and persisting paradox of political theory, Neuman develops a model of three
publics, which more accurately portrays the distribution of political knowledge and behavior in the mass population. He identifies a stratum of
apoliticals, a large middle mass, and a politically sophisticated elite. The elite is so small (less than 5 percent) that the beliefs and behavior of
its member are lost in the large random samples of national election surveys, but so active and articulate that its views are often equated with
public opinion at large by the powers in Washington. The key to the paradox of mass politics is the activity of this tiny stratum of persons who
follow political issues with care and expertise. This book is essential reading for concerned students of American politics, sociology, public
opinion, and mass communication.
The Basics of American Government is a collaborative effort among eight current and one former faculty members in the Departments of
Political Science and Criminal Justice at University of North Georgia. The purpose of this book is to offer a no-frills, low-cost, yet
comprehensive overview of the American political system for students taking introductory courses in American national government.
Furthermore, the work combines the best aspects of both a traditional textbook and a reader in that most chapters offer a piece of original
scholarship as a case study to bolster or reinforce the material presented in the chapter. In addition, many chapters present a civic
engagement-type exercise and discussion questions intended to challenge, engage, and foster student participation in the political system.
The authors undertook this project for several reasons, most notably the high costs of textbooks for students and the lack of college-level
scholarship found in most American Government texts. This 375-page, peer-reviewed, edited book that combines traditional material with
original scholarship will cost students $27.99, well below market standards. All of the authors are experienced classroom instructors, subject
matter experts, and published researchers in the field of American politics.
The idea of The Fingerprint Sourcebook originated during a meeting in April 2002. Individuals representing the fingerprint, academic, and
scientific communities met in Chicago, Illinois, for a day and a half to discuss the state of fingerprint identification with a view toward the
challenges raised by Daubert issues. The meeting was a joint project between the International Association for Identification (IAI) and West
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Virginia University (WVU). One recommendation that came out of that meeting was a suggestion to create a sourcebook for friction ridge
examiners, that is, a single source of researched information regarding the subject. This sourcebook would provide educational, training, and
research information for the international scientific community.

?his new offering from AP® teacher Karen Waples and college professor Scott Abernathy is tailor-made to help teachers
and students transition to the redesigned AP® U. S. Government and Politics course. Carefully aligned to the course
framework, this brief book is loaded with instructional tools to help you and your students meet the demands of the new
course, such as integrated skills instruction, coverage of required cases and documents, public policy threaded
throughout the book, and AP® practice after every chapter and unit, all in a simple organization that will ease your course
planning and save you time. We’ve got you covered!
This guidance will assist processors of fish and fishery products in the development of their Hazard Analysis Critical
Control Point (HACCP) plans. Processors of fish and fishery products will find info. that will help them identify hazards
that are associated with their products, and help them formulate control strategies. It will help consumers understand
commercial seafood safety in terms of hazards and their controls. It does not specifically address safe handling practices
by consumers or by retail estab., although the concepts contained in this guidance are applicable to both. This guidance
will serve as a tool to be used by fed. and state regulatory officials in the evaluation of HACCP plans for fish and fishery
products. Illustrations. This is a print on demand report.
REA's Crash Course for the AP® U.S. Government & Politics Exam - Gets You a Higher Advanced Placement® Score in
Less Time Crash Course is perfect for the time-crunched student, the last-minute studier, or anyone who wants a
refresher on the subject. Are you crunched for time? Have you started studying for your Advanced Placement® U.S.
Government & Politics exam yet? How will you memorize everything you need to know before the test? Do you wish
there was a fast and easy way to study for the exam AND boost your score? If this sounds like you, don't panic. REA's
Crash Course for AP® U.S. Government & Politics is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives you: Targeted,
Focused Review - Study Only What You Need to Know The Crash Course is based on an in-depth analysis of the AP®
U.S. Government & Politics course description outline and actual AP® test questions. It covers only the information
tested on the exam, so you can make the most of your valuable study time. Our easy-to-read format gives you a crash
course in the major ideas and concepts in government and politics, including constitutional underpinnings of the U.S.
government, political culture, federalism, civil rights/civil liberties, elections & campaigns, congress, the presidency & the
executive branch, and more. Expert Test-taking Strategies Written by a former AP® teacher, the author’s question-level
strategy and advice explains how to handle the multiple-choice and free-response questions so you can raise your
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overall point score! Key Terms You Must Know Mastering AP® vocabulary terms is an easy way to increase your total
score. Our AP® expert gives you the key terms all AP® U.S. Government & Politics students must know before test day.
Take REA's FREE Practice Exam After studying the material in the Crash Course, go to the online REA Study Center
and test what you've learned. Our free practice exam features timed testing, detailed explanations of answers, and
automatic scoring analysis. The exam is balanced to include every topic and type of question found on the actual AP®
exam, so you know you're studying the smart way. Whether you're cramming for the test at the last minute, looking for
extra review, or want to study on your own in preparation for the exams - this is the study guide every AP® U.S.
Government & Politics student must have. When it's crucial crunch time and your Advanced Placement® exam is just
around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for AP® U.S. Government & Politics! About the AuthorLarry Krieger
earned his B.A. and M.A.T. from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and his M.A. from Wake Forest
University. In a career spanning more than 40 years, Mr. Krieger has taught a variety of AP® subjects including American
History, World History, European History, American Government, and Art History. His popular courses were renowned for
their energetic presentations, commitment to scholarship, and helping students achieve high AP® exam scores.
New York Times Bestseller In the most ambitious one-volume American history in decades, award-winning historian and
New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a magisterial account of the origins and rise of a divided nation, an urgently needed
reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of American history. Written in elegiac prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking
investigation places truth itself—a devotion to facts, proof, and evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The
American experiment rests on three ideas—"these truths," Jefferson called them—political equality, natural rights, and the
sovereignty of the people. And it rests, too, on a fearless dedication to inquiry, Lepore argues, because self-government
depends on it. But has the nation, and democracy itself, delivered on that promise? These Truths tells this uniquely
American story, beginning in 1492, asking whether the course of events over more than five centuries has proven the
nation’s truths, or belied them. To answer that question, Lepore traces the intertwined histories of American politics, law,
journalism, and technology, from the colonial town meeting to the nineteenth-century party machine, from talk radio to
twenty-first-century Internet polls, from Magna Carta to the Patriot Act, from the printing press to Facebook News. Along
the way, Lepore’s sovereign chronicle is filled with arresting sketches of both well-known and lesser-known Americans,
from a parade of presidents and a rogues’ gallery of political mischief makers to the intrepid leaders of protest
movements, including Frederick Douglass, the famed abolitionist orator; William Jennings Bryan, the three-time
presidential candidate and ultimately tragic populist; Pauli Murray, the visionary civil rights strategist; and Phyllis Schlafly,
the uncredited architect of modern conservatism. Americans are descended from slaves and slave owners, from
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conquerors and the conquered, from immigrants and from people who have fought to end immigration. "A nation born in
contradiction will fight forever over the meaning of its history," Lepore writes, but engaging in that struggle by studying the
past is part of the work of citizenship. "The past is an inheritance, a gift and a burden," These Truths observes. "It can’t
be shirked. There’s nothing for it but to get to know it."
Test Prep Books' AP US Government and Politics 2020: AP United States Government and Politics Study Guide with
Practice Test Questions [2nd Edition] Made by Test Prep Books experts for test takers trying to achieve a great score on
the AP US Government and Politics exam. This comprehensive study guide includes: Quick Overview Find out what's
inside this guide! Test-Taking Strategies Learn the best tips to help overcome your exam! Introduction Get a thorough
breakdown of what the test is and what's on it! Foundations of American Democracy Covers Articles of Confederation,
the Constitution Interactions Among Branches of Government Covers Congress, and Braches of Government Civil
Liberties and Civil Rights Covers The Bill of Rights, Amendments, and Rights American Political and Ideologies and
Beliefs Covers Political Socialization and Ideologies Political Participation Voting, Political Parties, Policy Making,
Elections, and the Media Practice Questions Practice makes perfect! Detailed Answer Explanations Figure out where you
went wrong and how to improve! Disclaimer: *AP(R) and Advanced Placement(R) are trademarks registered by the
College Board, which is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, this product. Studying can be hard. We get it. That's
why we created this guide with these great features and benefits: Comprehensive Review: Each section of the test has a
comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the
test. Practice Test Questions: We want to give you the best practice you can find. That's why the Test Prep Books
practice questions are as close as you can get to the actual AP US Government and Politics test. Answer Explanations:
Every single problem is followed by an answer explanation. We know it's frustrating to miss a question and not
understand why. The answer explanations will help you learn from your mistakes. That way, you can avoid missing it
again in the future. Test-Taking Strategies: A test taker has to understand the material that is being covered and be
familiar with the latest test taking strategies. These strategies are necessary to properly use the time provided. They also
help test takers complete the test without making any errors. Test Prep Books has provided the top test-taking tips.
Customer Service: We love taking care of our test takers. We make sure that you interact with a real human being when
you email your comments or concerns. Anyone planning to take this exam should take advantage of this Test Prep
Books study guide. Purchase it today to receive access to: AP US Government and Politics review materials AP US
Government and Politics practice questions Test-taking strategies
American Government 2e is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the single-semester American
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Government course. This title includes innovative features designed to enhance student learning, including Insider
Perspective features and a Get Connected module that shows students how they can get engaged in the political
process. The book provides an important opportunity for students to learn the core concepts of American Government
and understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world around them.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection of separate essays and
articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the
governing doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was
constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United
States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write papers for the
compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c.
1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and highly influential government official. He also served as a Senior
Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the nation’s
finances. His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early
development of the nation of the United States.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his
selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
From the Preface: This manual, Child Protective Services: A Guide for Caseworkers, examines the roles and responsibilities of child
protective services (CPS) workers, who are at the forefront of every community's child protection efforts. The manual describes the basic
stages of the CPS process and the steps necessary to accomplish each stage: intake, initial assessment or investigation, family assessment,
case planning, service provision, evaluation of family progress, and case closure. Best practices and critical issues in casework practice are
underscored throughout. The primary audience for this manual includes CPS caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators. State and local
CPS agency trainers may use the manual for preservice or inservice training of CPS caseworkers, while schools of social work may add it to
class reading lists to orient students to the field of child protection. In addition, other professionals and concerned community members may
consult the manual for a greater understanding of the child protection process. This manual builds on the information presented in A
Coordinated Response to Child Abuse and Neglect: The Foundation for Practice. Readers are encouraged to begin with that manual as it
addresses important information on which CPS practice is based-including definitions of child maltreatment, risk factors, consequences, and
the Federal and State basis for intervention. Some manuals in the series also may be of interest in understanding the roles of other
professional groups in responding to child abuse and neglect, including: Substance abuse treatment providers; Domestic violence victim
advocates; Educators; Law enforcement personnel. Other manuals address special issues, such as building partnerships and working with
the courts on CPS cases.
Keeping the Republic gives students the power to examine the narrative of what?s going on in American politics, distinguish fact from fiction
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and balance from bias, and influence the message through informed citizenship. Keeping the Republic draws students into the study of
American politics, showing them how to think critically about "who gets what, and how" while exploring the twin themes of power and
citizenship. Students are pushed to consider how and why institutions and rules determine who wins and who loses in American politics, and
to be savvy consumers of political information. The thoroughly updated Eighth Edition considers how a major component of power is who
controls the information, how it is assembled into narratives, and whether we come to recognize fact from fiction. Citizens now have
unprecedented access to power – the ability to create and share their own narratives – while simultaneously being even more vulnerable to
those trying to shape their views. The political landscape of today gives us new ways to keep the republic, and some high-tech ways to lose
it. Throughout the text and its features, authors Christine Barbour and Gerald Wright show students how to effectively apply the critical
thinking skills they develop to the political information they encounter every day. Students are challenged to deconstruct prevailing narratives
and effectively harness the political power of the information age for themselves. Up-to-date with 2018 election results and analysis, as well
as the impact of recent Supreme Court rulings, shifting demographics, and emerging and continuing social movements, Keeping the
Republic, Eighth Edition is a much-needed resource to help students make sense of politics in America today. Carefully condensed from the
full version by authors Christine Barbour and Gerald Wright, Keeping the Republic, Brief Edition gives your students all the continuity and
crucial content, in a more concise, value-oriented package. A Complete Teaching & Learning Package SAGE Vantage Digital Option Engage,
Learn, Soar with SAGE Vantage, an intuitive digital platform that delivers Keeping the Republic, Eighth Brief Edition textbook content in a
learning experience carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it
offers easy course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video Assignable Video (available on the
SAGE Vantage platform) is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life and appeal to different
learning styles. Watch a sample video now. SAGE Coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student resource content into
your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Learn more. SAGE Edge FREE online resources for students that make
learning easier. See how your students benefit. SAGE course outcomes: Measure Results, Track Success Outlined in your text and mapped
to chapter learning objectives, SAGE course outcomes are crafted with specific course outcomes in mind and vetted by advisors in the field.
See how SAGE course outcomes tie in with this book’s chapter-level objectives at edge.sagepub.com/barbourbrief8e CQ Press Lecture
Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current event topics tied to
key concepts in American government. Access this week’s topic. Contact your rep to learn more.
Combining timeless readings with cutting-edge, current selections, Kernell and Smith bring judicious editing and important context for
students learning the ropes of American government. This collection effectively examines the strategic behavior of key players in American
politics, showing that political actors, though motivated by their own interests, are governed by the Constitution, the law, and institutional
rules, as well as influenced by the strategies of others. The 5th edition features 17 new readings, including 5 pieces written specifically for this
volume. True to form, each and every selection is artfully framed by Kernell and SmithÆs headnotes, providing an invaluable grounding for
todayÆs students.
Increase student performance, student engagement, and critical analysis skills with the third edition of American Democracy Now. This
program is available with GinA, an educational game in which students learn American Government by doing, as well as McGraw-Hill’s
LearnSmart, an adaptive questioning tool proven to increase content comprehension and improve student results. Unique to this program,
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American Democracy Now 3e is a student-centered text focused on student performance. This contemporary approach and design, coupled
with market-leading digital products, make this an ideal solution to course goals.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Updated in a new 2011 Alternate edition, American Government: Roots and
Reform provides the historical context students need to understand our government and the most crucial and controversial issues affecting
the nation in the 21st century. This bestselling book has been extensively revised to provide in-depth coverage of President Barack Obama's
first two years in office and the 111th Congress, the 2010 congressional elections, continued concerns related to the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and domestic concerns related to health care reform and the economy.
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history survey course because it works in the classroom. A single-author text by a leader in the
field, Give Me Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible, concise, and integrated American history. Updated with powerful new scholarship
on borderlands and the West, the Fifth Edition brings new interactive History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for History, the awardwinning adaptive quizzing tool. The best-selling Seagull Edition is also available in full color for the first time.

American Government does more than any other text to get students to think analytically about American politics and government.
The successful Five Principles of Politics framework integrated throughout the full and core versions helps students make sense of
the material they encounter in the course, and the political information they encounter in their daily lives. In this 2008 Election
Update Edition, sections have been thoroughly updated to reflect recent developments in American politics and a new election
chapter provides an analysis of the pivotal 2008 electoral races.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also
provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to
meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that
together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text
provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
All the tools students need to understand American politics—with 9 chapters on Texas government and politics.
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles
Wallace, and her mother had come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most
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disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off
course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a
tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of
Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and
time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They are in
search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
Emphasizing the relevance of politics and government in everyday life, We the People provides tools to help students think
critically about American government and politics. The Sixth Edition has been carefully updated to reflect most recent
developments, including the ongoing conflict in Iraq and the 2006 midterm elections. Complemented by a rich package of
multimedia tools for instructors and students, including a new video-clip DVD, We the People is now more pedagogically effective
than ever.
Based on O'Neil, Fields, and Share's market-leading textbook and casebook, Essentials of Comparative Politics with Cases
integrates key concepts with the relevant six case studies for the AP® curriculum--United Kingdom, Russia, China, Iran, Mexico,
and Nigeria--following the relevant chapters. Students get all of the material they need in a seamless narrative that makes seeing
connections easy.
The freshest, most contemporary introduction to comparative politics. Essentials of Comparative Politics introduces students to the
concepts that political scientists use to study and compare political systems and the particulars of specific political systems. The
Fourth Edition has been revised and updated to include the most current and relevant examples and scholarship. The text is
available with a corresponding casebook of 13 country studies and a corresponding reader; the three components can be used
individually or in any combination.
A fresh, accessible perspective on the fundamentals
Our American Government textbook adheres to the scope and sequence of introductory American government courses
nationwide. We have endeavored to make the workings of American Government interesting and accessible to students while
maintaining the conceptual coverage and rigor inherent in the subject at the college level. With this objective in mind, the content
of this textbook has been developed and arranged to provide a logical progression from the fundamental principles of institutional
design at the founding, to avenues of political participation, to thorough coverage of the political structures that constitute American
government. The book builds upon what students have already learned and emphasizes connections between topics as well as
between theory and applications. The goal of each section is to enable students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with
them in ways that will be useful in later courses, future careers, and as engaged citizens. The organization and pedagogical
features were developed and vetted with feedback from American government instructors dedicated to the project.
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise that people can demonstrate understanding in a
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variety of ways.
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